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Physical Education: Chris Harvey & Georgia Kyrkilis
During Term 4, students will be reintroduced to a variety of basic motor skills
and a range of more complex skills in partner and small group activities. These
will include: Chest pass, catching, kicking,
overarm throw, under arm throw,
forehand strike, two handed strike,
running and dodging. There will be a
focus on fitness with participation in many
fun running activities and games.
Participation, staying safe and having fun is
always encouraged.

Students will also begin to identify links between physical activity and health.
Water bottles, P.E uniform and appropriate footwear are required during sport
lessons.

Performing Arts: Merinda Meta

During Term 4 in Music, Foundation students
will be participating in engaging activities
involving singing, playing instruments and
using creativity and imagination. Students will
explore and learn fundamental skills in playing
the ukulele including how to strum and pluck the strings. Students will also
develop their awareness of the elements of the music including rhythm by
exploring patterns of long and short sounds as well as pitch by beginning to
play other tuned instruments such as the glockenspiel.



Visual Arts: Joan McGregor & Georgia Kyrkilis

We begin term 4 with the annual Coburg West Community Group fundraising
project. This is an exciting opportunity for students to explore and develop their
own ideas. They enjoy making choices about the content of their artwork and
are able to explore different mediums to add colour. Families will have the
opportunity to have these artworks made into various items - a calendar, a tote
bag, a tea towel, a diary, a sketchbook or greeting cards. Information regarding
the ordering process will be sent to families in the coming weeks.

Following this, students will draw inspiration from this
year’s short listed picture story books to create their
own artworks. They will use various mediums
throughout the term and explore different skills and
techniques. They will learn how artworks can be
developed and how the
elements of line, shape,
colour and texture help the
artist to communicate
ideas.

Languages – Italian: Nadia Di Vincenzo & Marie Petersen

Students are immersed in a Science topic using CLIL (Content and Language
Integrated Learning) all taught in Italian to develop the understanding that all
living things are part of the world around us. They enjoyed taking part in a
scavenger hunt to find out whether there are more living(viventi) or non living
(non viventi) things in the school yard and discovered whether their prediction to



begin with was correct. The topic will then coincide with the topic studied in the
mainstream classroom about zoo animals including animals and their habitats,
characteristics, coverings, sizes and the sounds that are made by them. Students
will be able to label diagrams, sing songs, and play oral games to reinforce the
content and language. Students will also realise that in Italian, some animals
make different noises compared to the English language (dogs don’t ‘woof
woof’ instead they ‘bau bau’). T

The year will conclude with Christmas activities based on the study of Italian
traditions and fables about the iconic La Befana, and how they are compared
with our Australian traditions.


